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Introduction
I will begin by introducing myself: I am a biologist with a passion for nature, the environment and
species conservation and I work to connect science and society through education, communication
and advocacy. I have a Bachelor of Science with honours in Biology from La Trobe University and a
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Zoology from the University of Melbourne. In my PhD research I
explored methods of assisted reproduction for marsupial conservation, using the tammar wallaby as a
model species [1, 2]. I am currently writing a manuscript about assisted reproductive technology (ART)
for "Amphibian and Reptile Assisted Reproductive Technologies for Species Conservation", which will
be a Special Issue of the CSIRO research journal, Reproduction, Fertility and Development. I am a
Community Leader in the City of Darebin; I am a member of the Darebin Nature Trust, an expert
advisory group under Darebin's Climate Emergency Plan, whose mission is to conserve and enhance
the biodiversity of Darebin. I am also a member of other Community Reference Groups and I run an
Instagram account called The Nature of Darebin (@darebin_nature) to raise awareness of biodiversity
and the environment in my community. I realise that active involvement in politics is critical, as
legislation is one of the most powerful instruments to guide society and to improve and protect the
health, safety and well-being of people, other species, the environment and our planet. I am a
member of the Animal Justice Party (AJP); I ran as a candidate in the 2018 Victorian Elections and the
2019 Federal Elections and I am a fellow of the prestigious Pathways to Politics for Women program
run by The University of Melbourne, The Trewalla Foundation and the Women's Leadership Institute
Australia. I have worked in Healthcare, Research, Education and Government. I currently work as a
Teaching Associate at Monash University teaching reproductive biology to post-graduate students; a
political adviser to the Animal Justice Party MP, Andy Meddick MLC in the Victorian Parliament; and as
a biological consultant through my company, enRICHed Pursuits.
Declaration, Conflicts of Interest and Request to appear as a witness:
•
•

•

I make this submission as a Biologist through my company enRICHed Pursuits.
Conflicts of Interest: I work as an Adviser (Electorate Officer) to Andy Meddick MLC in the
Victorian Parliament; I have also contributed to the preparation of the submission to this
inquiry from the Animal Justice Party (AJP).
I wish to appear as a witness at the hearings for the inquiry; I will also make this request in the
AJP submission. If I can only appear once, my preference is to appear as Dr Nadine Richings,
enRICHed Pursuits.

The purpose of this inquiry is stated in part (3) of the Terms of Reference: "inquire into, consider and
report, within 12 months, on the decline of Victoria’s ecosystems and measures to restore habitats and
populations of threatened and endangered species".
In this submission I will address the Terms of Reference (ToR) for the inquiry by:
1. defining the problem: The Biodiversity Emergency (ToR a),
2. discussing the law and government decision-making (ToR b & c), and
3. posing solutions to tackle the Biodiversity Emergency (ToR d, e, f).
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The Problem: A Biodiversity Emergency
(a) the extent of the decline of Victoria’s biodiversity and the likely impact on people, particularly First Peoples, and
ecosystems, if more is not done to address this, including consideration of climate change impacts

The world is in the sixth mass species extinction, and it is driven by one species – humans [3, 4]. The
world's biodiversity is under intense stress and pressure, causing a loss of biodiversity that has led to a
global Biodiversity Emergency [5, 6]; this is an existential crisis for all life on Earth. Human population
expansion and human activities are creating the stress and pressure that has forced nature out of
balance; major human activities include animal and plant agriculture, logging, fossil fuels (mining &
use), mineral mining, the built environment and killing animals for food, fun or recreation (fishing,
shooting, hunting, trapping). Human population and activity is driving biodiversity loss and ecosystem
decline through five scientifically and globally recognised drivers: exploitation (use, abuse and
disregard), habitat loss, pollution, introduced (non-native) species and climate damage (humangenerated climate change) [7] (Figure 1). Destruction of vegetation and habitat leads to loss of
species, locally, regionally and globally. Biodiversity loss ends in extinction, while ecosystem decline
ends in ecosystem collapse. The impacts of certain human activities against the drivers of biodiversity
loss and ecosystem decline are complex and immense; they are detailed in an impact matrix in
Appendix I. Three major global crises are driven by the way that humans interact with and exploit
nature and the environment: The Biodiversity Emergency; The Climate Emergency; Emergence of New
Diseases (e.g. COVID-19) [8, 9].

Figure 1: Human population and activity is driving biodiversity loss and ecosystem
decline through five scientifically and globally recognised drivers
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The Climate Emergency
Human activity that generates green-house gases (GHGs) has contributed to the Greenhouse Effect,
resulting in global warming and climate damage (human-generated climate change) [10]. This has
pushed us to a Climate Emergency. The three main drivers of climate damage are connected to large
resource industries: Fossil Fuels and the Mining Industry; Land Clearing & Logging and the Forestry &
Timber Industry; and Animal Agriculture and the Farming & Agriculture Industry. Unfortunately, the
Australian economy is currently dependent on these industries. In addition, these industries provide
significant funding to political parties [11, 12], which ensures the survival of both the industries and
the politicians who form government and it consequently creates a conflict of interest. The $84 million
that mining magnate Clive Palmer directed toward the election campaign of his own party, the Palmer
United Party, for the 2019 Federal Elections [12] was obscene and is an extreme example of this
ludicrous situation. To tackle the Climate Emergency we must dismantle, or at least dramatically
overhaul, these climate-damaging industries. To do this we must break the political funding
connection to these industries and stop the destruction and exploitation of our natural resources to
make a profit [11, 12]. Since climate damage is one of the main drivers of biodiversity loss, tackling the
main drivers of climate damage will also address the Biodiversity Emergency. I am one of more than
13,500 Scientists around the world who have signed a declaration and supported an evidence-based
plan to tackle the climate emergency [10]. Scientists recommend six critical and connected areas on
which to focus and main actions in those areas:
1. Nature: protect and restore the planet's ecosystems.
2. Food: eat mostly plant-based foods and reduce consumption of animal products.
3. Energy: rapidly overhaul energy and conservation practices to replace fossil fuels and
transition to energy sources that are safe, clean, low-carbon and renewable.
4. Population: stabilise, then gradually reduce the human population.
5. Economy: develop a carbon-free economy that recognises and addresses human dependence
on the Biosphere and all life on Earth.
6. Short-lived Pollutants: urgently reduce emissions of short-lived pollutants, such as
methane, hydro-fluorocarbons and black soot.

Emergence of New Diseases

Animal agriculture and wildlife farming and trade, particularly intensive farming, have created perfect
conditions for micro-organisms to move between individuals and species [8, 9]. To an infectious
micro-organism (a pathogen), the next individual or species is simply the next host, the next stepping
stone; a new habitat. Pathogens, including bacteria, fungi and viruses, are not discriminate. Humans
are merely another animal, another host, and if pathogens can transfer to a human and thrive, they
will. The term zoonotic disease is a relatively meaningless term that refers to an infectious disease
that has been transmitted to humans from another animal species. It suggests there is something
special about humans; but we are just another animal and this anthropocentric term is not helpful and
it diminishes the importance of the movement of infectious diseases between other animal species.
The transfer of infectious diseases between animal species is highly important; it facilitates the spread
of infections by dramatically expanding and diversifying the potential habitat for the micro-organism.
Infections weaken individuals; sometimes they cause long-term or permanent effects and sometimes
they are fatal. Emerging infections that spread between species have the potential to decimate
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species, change ecosystems and drive biodiversity loss. Critical movements and developments that
should be monitored are the ability of a pathogen to thrive in a new animal system, e.g. movement
from birds to mammals, or movement from any species to another species (not just movement to
humans). Animal agriculture and wildlife farming and trade facilitate the transmission of pathogens
among individuals and species because of the close proximity - there is no "social or physical
distancing".

Biodiversity Emergency in Australia and Victoria

Australia has an appalling record of species loss which has been reported for more than two decades
and has continued to worsen [13-17]; globally, Australia is listed among seven nations responsible for
60% of the biodiversity loss between 1996 and 2008 [5], which covers the first decade of the
federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The Biodiversity
Emergency in Australia has triggered a Senate Inquiry into Faunal Extinction [18] and the interim
report of the review of the EPBC Act (The Samuel Review) is damning [19]. The EPBC Act is an abject
failure and the federal nature laws must be restructured and redeveloped [13, 14,19]; however, the
current Federal government is attempting to streamline environmental approvals by handing more
responsibility to the states and territories [20].
Victoria's track record on biodiversity and the environment is also dismal. Like the Samuel Review of
the EPBC Act, the 2018 State of the Environment Report from Victoria's Commissioner for
Environmental Sustainability was damning [21]. The status of 60% of the Biodiversity Indicators are
rated as "poor" and none are rated as "good"; in terms of trends, 51% of the Biodiversity Indicators
are deteriorating and only 1 out of 35 had improved and that is Private Land Conservation. Expert
scientists have noted the appalling assessment outlined in this report [22].
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A Victorian example: Victorian Volcanic Plains Grasslands

The Victorian Volcanic Plains (VVP) is one of the 28 bioregions of Victoria and it extends from near the
South Australian border in the west to the northern suburbs of Melbourne in the east (See Figure 2).
The Northern Metro region, including the Federal electorate of Cooper and the State electorate of
Preston, is in the VVP Bioregion (See Figure 3). The native vegetation of the VVP has been obliterated
by human activity, especially agriculture, and less than 0.1% remains. It is critically endangered and
listed under the federal Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and Victorian
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. The state of the Victorian Volcanic Plains can be described in
terms of the drivers of biodiversity loss and ecosystem decline:
•
•
•
•
•

Exploitation: biodiversity, habitat and ecosystem abused and disregarded
Land Use/Habitat Loss: habitat and ecosystem destroyed
Introduced Species: most of this ecosystem has been cleared for animal agriculture of
introduced species (sheep and cows)
Pollution: land and water polluted with chemicals used in agriculture (e.g. pesticides,
herbicides, animal effluent, poisons to kill animals)
Climate Change: two of the major drivers of climate change are Land Clearing/Habitat Loss &
Animal Agriculture

Remnant patches of these ecosystems persist in long-vacant suburban blocks and land beside railway
lines and roads. These remnants are real VVP Grassland remnants, not poor human-constructs on
offset land, and they contain significant genetic variation and biodiversity. Clearly, if we value
biodiversity and ecosystems, we must protect, conserve and manage these remnants as protected
grasslands; it is paramount and consistent with Victorian Government policy, such as the Biodiversity
Plan (Biodiversity 2037). Also, it would allow the Victorian people to engage with this unique
ecosystem.
Dumbarton Street Grassland is an example of one of these suburban remnant patches. It is a large
(0.61 hectares) vacant block of land at 16-20 Dumbarton St, Reservoir owned by the Victorian
Government; they intend to sell it to developers for a housing development. Surveys indicate that
Dumbarton Street Grassland is a small patch of critically endangered VVP Grassland. The Indigenous
Flora & Fauna Association (IFFA) concluded that the "ecological community is of sufficient quality to
consider EPBC protection". The Darebin Heritage Study: Natural Heritage Plan (2011) is a
comprehensive assessment of open space in the City of Darebin and Dumbarton Street Grassland is
rated as Nationally Significant and is listed in the top 22% of the assessed Darebin sites; the
recommendation for the land was "manage the land to preserve its biodiversity values. Very high
priority" (See Appendix II) . Ecological consultants, Biosis, made the following statements in their
report prepared for the City of Darebin:
•
•
•

"...supports native grassland that comprises federal and state threatened ecological
communities..."
"...recommended that this area be managed to encourage and promote biodiversity
values within it."
"...the entire study area supports suitable habitat for Golden Sun Moth Synemon plana
and to a lesser extent Striped Legless Lizard Delma impar." (both threatened/endangered
species)
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Dumbarton Street Grassland is environmentally important because:
•

•
•
•

•

it contains significant endemic plants that are typical of the critically endangered Victoria
Volcanic Plains (VVP) grasslands, including the critically endangered Matted Flax Lily (Dianella
amoena);
the VVP Grasslands are critically endangered and listed as federal and state threatened
ecological communities;
it supports habitat for the critically endangered Golden Sun Moth, which exists within 5km
from this site, and the threatened Striped Legless Lizard;
the land is a part of a wildlife corridor and provides open grassland for hunting for various bird
species, especially endemic birds of prey, such as falcons, collared sparrowhawks and
goshawks;
the land is likely to be of high significance to the Wurundjeri people as it has not been
disturbed by European buildings.

In advocating for this land, my main strategy was to work with Darebin Council to convince them of
its value; then they could work upwards with the Victorian Government. I have achieved my goal with
Darebin Council, especially as a member of the expert community reference group, The Darebin
Nature Trust; Darebin Council now recognise the significance of Dumbarton Street Grassland (See the
submission to this Inquiry from Darebin City Council). Unfortunately, Darebin Council's negotiations
with the Victorian Government have so far been unsuccessful. Darebin Council have offered to
financially and operationally manage the site as a native grassland and to help find land elsewhere in
Darebin for the housing project. Despite this, the Victorian Government are so far continuing with
their plans to destroy this critically endangered grassland. What could the reason for this possibly be?
The fact that developers make donations to political parties, and developers projects in other councils
are under investigation by the anti-corruption watchdog, the Independent Broad-based AntiCorruption Commission (IBAC) [23] is certainly something to consider. There is no doubt that both
state government and local government initially failed to identify the significance of this land (see
Serena O'Meley's report - Appendix III); however, it is not too late! Dumbarton Street Grassland can
still be recognised, protected and conserved as a critically endangered grassland. Some people, such
as the Planning Minister Richard Wynne (see Figure 4), have wrongly suggested that land of this small
size is not relevant or important to biodiversity and threatened species; however science and
research disagree. Small reserves are significant and critical to biodiversity and conservation [24, 25].
My actions to advocate for Dumbarton Street Grassland are reported in Table 1.
Given that human health is so intricately connected to the health and wellbeing of the environment,
why do Victorian citizens need to advocate for biodiversity, ecosystems and the environment, let
alone as fiercely and tirelessly as we do? Unfortunately, my experience with Dumbarton Street
Grassland is not the only case; there are so many other examples, such as:
• Friends of Leadbeater's Possum fighting VicForests
• Lake Knox (See website: /www.kes.org.au/home/campaigns/lakeknox; See submission to this
inquiry from Anthony Bigelow / First Friends of Dandenong Creek (and others)
• Friends of the Forest groups advocating for the forests and a stop to logging: See submission
to this inquiry from Newlands Friends of the Forest
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When will Victorians have a government that appreciates and acknowledges the intrinsic importance
of biodiversity and the environment and its connection and significance to human health? All
individuals, of every species, have a right to a healthy environment. Australia is one of only 15
countries that does not recognise environmental health as a human right [26]; Victoria's Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities does not include the right to a healthy environment [27]. We need
leaders and governments to create and enact evidence-based strategic plans to urgently and
effectively tackle these crises. The first step is to recognise and acknowledge the problems.
Recommendations:
1. Acknowledge and appreciate the importance of biodiversity and environmental health and
integrity to the health and wellbeing of all species, including humans; the right to a healthy
environment should be added to Victoria’s Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
2. Appreciate and acknowledge that human activity is critically impacting biodiversity and
environmental health, and therefore human health, through the five major drivers of
biodiversity loss: exploitation, habitat loss, pollution, climate damage and introduced species.
3. Declare a Biodiversity Emergency.
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The Law and Government Decision-making: Legislative
Framework and Government Programs & Funding
(b) the adequacy of the legislative framework protecting Victoria’s environment, including grasslands, forests and the
marine and coastal environment, and native species;
(c) the adequacy and effectiveness of government programs and funding protecting and restoring Victoria’s
ecosystems

Federal and Victorian environment and nature laws should protect biodiversity, ecosystems and the
environment. The EPBC Act is Australia's prime nature law and its purpose is to protect the
environment and conserve biodiversity. The objects of the EPBC Act, which are clearly stated in
Section 3 of the act, have not been achieved. The EPBC Act has failed to protect Australia's
environment or to conserve our biodiversity; the law is not being followed, ecosystems are being
destroyed and species are losing habitat [13, 14, 19].
The Victorian laws include the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1980 and The Wildlife Act 1975; in
addition, there is the Biodiversity Plan (Biodiversity 2037). Two recent independent reviews have
delivered damning reports on the state of Victoria's natural heritage and the governance and
leadership from the Victorian Government. The report from the Commissioner for Environmental
Sustainability, the Victorian State of the Environment 2018 Report, informs us that only 11% of the
assessed status indicators are rated as "good", only 10% are improving and 30% are deteriorating
[21]. The report made 20 recommendations including the appointment of a Chief Biodiversity
Scientist. The report of the Independent Review of Timber Harvesting Regulation [28] was provided to
the Victorian Government on the 24th October 2018. This report described DELWP as "neither an
effective nor respected regulator"; a damning assessment. The report made 14 recommendations
and the Secretary of DELWP, in the department's reply to the Independent Review, stated that
DELWP has accepted all 14 recommendations. Additionally, DELWP's regulatory functions will now
be overseen and managed by the Office of the Conservation Regulator, which will be led by the Chief
Conservation Regulator.
A case study: Dumbarton Street Grassland
The Victorian Government, who own the land, showed no care, no concern, no consideration of
biodiversity or environment. When the land was considered to be "surplus to needs", a site visit and
honest ecological survey should have been completed with integrity. This would have identified the
environmental significance of the land owned by the Victorian Government, i.e. a remnant VVP
Grassland, and this should have triggered a Biodiversity Management Plan for the site and
negotiations with Darebin City Council to manage the site as a critically endangered grassland. If
biodiversity and environment are valued at the highest level, this land should obviously by managed
as a critically endangered ecological community that is representative of the Victorian Volcanic Plains
Grassland.
Too frequently nature laws are just a facade; torn up and cast aside to allow actions that destroy
biodiversity and the environment. It is too easy for individuals, developers, corporations and
government to act in a manner that contributes to the drivers of biodiversity loss and ecosystem
decline; to exploit the land, water, ecosystems and resident species; to destroy habitat; to pollute the
land, water and air with plastics and chemicals; to continue to contribute to climate damage; to
introduce non-native species animals, plants and fungi). The Biodiversity Emergency, in part driven by
enRICHed Pursuits
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the Climate Emergency, is a chronic problem that needs immediate attention and robust,
incorruptible laws; these laws must be sacrosanct.
Recommendation:
4. Put Biodiversity and the Environment first: ensure biodiversity and environmental health are
paramount in all government decision-making and actions; create sacrosanct nature laws that
are apt and incorruptible; act with integrity (not tokenism) in decisions and actions that
impact biodiversity and the environment; embed biodiversity consciousness and health across
all of government

The Solutions: opportunities to act with urgency and integrity
(d) legislative, policy, program, governance and funding solutions to facilitate ecosystem and species protection,
restoration and recovery in Victoria, in the context of climate change impacts;
(e) opportunities to restore Victoria’s environment while upholding First Peoples’ connection to country, and
increasing and diversifying employment opportunities in Victoria;
(f) any other related matters.

Humans are ingenious and we can successfully tackle the Biodiversity Emergency, which will include
tackling other crises; the Climate Emergency and the Emergence of New Diseases. The solutions are
immense and limitless; they require creativity, intelligence and dedication. We need leaders in all
facets of society, including government, to appreciate the importance of the natural world; to know
that the health and wellbeing of the planet and of the environment directly impact the health and
wellbeing of every species, including humans. We must acknowledge the Biodiversity Emergency, the
impact of human activities and the drivers of biodiversity loss and ecosystem decline. We must act
with urgency, purpose and intent. Three major actions against the drivers of biodiversity loss and
ecosystem decline are required:
1. Stop the destruction of the environment and biodiversity;
2. Enhance, repair and conserve ecosystems and species; and
3. Develop Contingency Plans for protection and conservation.
There are many opportunities to act with urgency and integrity to tackle the Biodiversity Emergency;
some recommendations and actions are reported in Table 1. These include novel and creative ways
that will not only address biodiversity loss and ecosystem decline, but also create jobs, stimulate the
economy and involve First Nations people.
Recommendations
5. Stop the destruction of the environment and biodiversity; no more excuses, human health
and all life on the planet depend on it (further recommendations in Table 2)
6. Act with integrity and honesty to enhance, repair and conserve ecosystems and species; no
more tokenism. (further recommendations in Table 2)
7. Develop contingency plans to protect and conserve species and ecosystems; we need back-up
plans. (further recommendations in Table 2)
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Conclusion

The solution to the Biodiversity Emergency in Victoria, Australia and globally, requires that we respect
all species and the inter-connectedness of species, i.e. the Web of Life. We must acknowledge and
appreciate that each species has a role in the environment. We must accept that we are in a
Biodiversity Emergency and that we need to address the five main drivers of biodiversity loss:
Exploitation, Habitat Loss, Pollution, Climate Damage and Introduced Species. We must act with
urgency and integrity to tackle the Biodiversity Emergency and one of our greatest tools is legislation.
The current Victorian nature laws and biodiversity plan have failed to protect the environment or to
conserve biodiversity. We urgently need new sacrosanct Nature Laws and a robust, strategic plan that
commits to three critical actions:
1. Stop the destruction of the environment and biodiversity;
2. Enhance, repair and conserve ecosystems and species; and
3. Develop Contingency Plans for protection and conservation.
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-./.01ÿ345.6.7

89:ÿ<=>?@ABÿC9DBEAFÿF9GHÿHI?ÿ<DJ@=>H9BÿK>=GGF=BLG
8MMNOMPÿ0(Qÿ02"3ÿRÿSTOUV

WXYZ[\]^_ÿa\[bbc[_dÿ[bbebbedÿ[bÿf^gÿ_^ÿb]\[]eahiÿh_]e\eb]jÿ]^ÿW[\eZh_ÿk^X_ihcÿ
lBÿ?=>FmÿnopqrÿHI?ÿsH=H?ÿt9u?>BJ?BHÿABH>9LDE?LÿHI?ÿvwxyz{w|}ÿz{}}yÿ|} zw}ÿzwxÿ
|}ÿww}ÿÿ:IAEIÿ>?DA>?LÿAHGÿL?=>HJ?BHGÿH9ÿ9BFmÿ>?H=ABÿF=BLÿ:I?>?ÿAHGÿ9:B?>GIAÿ:9DFLÿ
E9BH>A@DH?ÿH9ÿED>>?BHÿ9>ÿDHD>?ÿG?>uAE?ÿL?FAu?>mÿÿI?ÿ9FAEmÿK=u?ÿHI>??ÿF?u?FGÿ9ÿK9u?>BJ?BHÿoÿL=mGÿ
H9ÿ??>EAG?ÿA>GHÿ>AKIHÿ9ÿ>?DG=FÿH9ÿD>EI=G?ÿGD>FDGÿF=BLÿÿlÿHI=Hÿ>AKIHÿ:=GÿB9Hÿ??>EAG?LÿAHÿ:9DFLÿ
?BH?>ÿABH9ÿHI?ÿK9u?>BJ?BHGÿ=GHÿ>=EÿF=BLÿG=F?Gÿ>9E?GGÿ:I?>?@mÿAHÿ:9DFLÿ@?ÿ>?9B?Lÿ=BLÿG9FLÿ=Hÿ
J=>?Hÿu=FD?
ÿF=>K?ÿBDJ@?>ÿ9ÿ=>E?FGÿ9ÿGD>FDGÿsH=H?ÿt9u?>BJ?BHÿF=BLÿE=J?ÿDÿ9>ÿE9BGAL?>=HA9Bÿ=Hÿ<=>?@ABÿ
C9DBEAFGÿqÿEH9@?>ÿnopqÿJ??HABKÿlH?Jÿo ¡ÿÿC9DBEAFGÿ?GHAJ=H?LÿJ=>?Hÿu=FD=HA9Bÿ9>ÿ9D>ÿ
@F9EGÿ9ÿF=BLÿ>9BHABKÿ=BLÿ=HÿHI?ÿ>?=>ÿ9ÿ<DJ@=>H9BÿsH>??Hÿ:=Gÿ¢ nÿJAFFA9Bÿ?BLAÿ¡ÿÿ
AE?>GÿDG?Lÿ=Bÿ=GG?GGJ?BHÿH99FÿE=FF?LÿHI?ÿ<?EAGA9Bÿ£9KAEÿ¤=ÿGG?GGJ?BHÿH9ÿL?H?>JAB?ÿHI?ÿ
GH>=H?KAEÿGAKBAAE=BE?ÿ9ÿHI?ÿ<DJ@=>H9BÿsH>??HÿF=BLÿ?BLAÿ¥¡ÿÿÿI?ÿH99FÿH99ÿB9ÿ=EE9DBHÿ9ÿHI?ÿ
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-./012.3-.456ÿ809.0:0;5.;-ÿ2:ÿ4<-ÿ65.=ÿ>?@@-.=0;-8ÿABCDEÿÿF4ÿ:2662G-=ÿ4<54ÿ4<-ÿ2::0;-1ÿ
1-;233-.=5402.ÿ0.ÿF4-3ÿHEIJÿG58ÿ4<54KÿLM0;N25=8ÿO-ÿ5=/08-=ÿ4<54ÿC2P.;06ÿ<58ÿ.2ÿ84154-90;ÿ0.4-1-84ÿ
0.ÿ5;QP010.9ÿ8P1@6P8ÿM0;N25=8ÿ65.=ÿ54ÿRSTUIÿVP3O5142.ÿW41--4KÿN-8-1/201XÿN-51ÿRSÿVP3O5142.ÿ
W41--4KÿN-8-1/201EEEYÿ>@EURDEÿÿ
Submission 925

AP4ÿG58ÿ04ÿ1-566Zÿ2:ÿ.2ÿ84154-90;ÿ0.4-1-84ÿ42ÿV51-O0.ÿC2P.;06[ÿÿ
\]^_`abcdÿfa`ggh`diÿjc]diÿbcÿ_kÿcjÿl`bmcd`hÿl`b]a`hÿnkamb`fkÿomfdmjmp`dpkÿmdÿqrss
t<-ÿ=15:4ÿuvwxyz{ÿ}v~wvÿxwz~vxÿ~wv~xÿÿ4<-ÿW4154-9ZDÿG58ÿ;2.80=-1-=ÿ54ÿ4<-ÿvxÿ
C2P.;06ÿ3--40.9ÿ2:ÿÿ;42O-1ÿUIRÿ>F4-3ÿHEIDÿG<0;<ÿ=-;0=-=ÿ4<-ÿ:54-ÿ2:ÿ4<-ÿVP3O5142.ÿ9158865.=ÿ
>F4-3ÿHEIJDÿOP4ÿ.2ÿ;2..-;402.ÿ8--38ÿ42ÿ<5/-ÿO--.ÿ35=-ÿO-4G--.ÿ4<-ÿ4G2ÿ59-.=5ÿ04-38Eÿÿ
t<-ÿ=15:4ÿW4154-9Zÿ351-=ÿ4<-ÿVP3O5142.ÿ9158865.=ÿ0.ÿ5@ÿRÿ>804-ÿ.2EDÿ58ÿO-0.9ÿ2:ÿ5402.56ÿ
54P156ÿ-10459-ÿW09.0:0;5.;-ÿ>O58-=ÿ2.ÿ5ÿUIRRÿ1-@214Dÿ>F4-3ÿHEIKÿ?@@-.=0ÿ?DEÿÿ-4ÿ4<-ÿO2=Zÿ2:ÿ
4<-ÿ=15:4ÿW4154-9Zÿ:506-=ÿ42ÿ8<2Gÿ5Dÿ4<-ÿ.53-ÿ2:ÿ4<-ÿ@51;-6ÿ2:ÿ65.=ÿ0.ÿ4<-ÿ=2;P3-.45402.ÿTÿ4<-ÿ
5==1-88ÿ08ÿ3-1-6Zÿ6084-=ÿ0.ÿ?@@-.=0ÿUXÿODÿ4<-ÿ2G.-18<0@ÿ2:ÿ4<-ÿ@51;-6ÿ2:ÿ65.=ÿG<0;<ÿ8<2P6=ÿ<5/-ÿ
O--.ÿ351-=ÿ2.ÿ5@ÿJXÿÿ;Dÿ5.Zÿ845-<26=-1ÿ0.4-1-84ÿ0.ÿ4<-ÿ804-ÿG<0;<ÿ8<2P6=ÿ<5/-ÿO--.ÿ0.ÿt5O6-ÿJÿTÿ
-/-.ÿ0:ÿ42ÿ85Zÿ4<54ÿ4<-1-ÿG-1-ÿ.2ÿ1-6-/5.4ÿ845-<26=-1ÿ912P@8Eÿÿ
F.ÿ8<214Kÿ4<-ÿVP3O5142.ÿ9158865.=ÿ08ÿ/014P566Zÿ0./080O6-ÿ5.=ÿ:10-.=6-88ÿ0.ÿ4<-ÿ=15:4ÿW4154-9ZEÿÿ

VWÿUIRTUIUÿTÿW04-ÿÿ08ÿ54ÿVP3O5142.ÿW41--4ÿTÿ5@ÿRÿ>-415;4D
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-./ÿ12345ÿ6789ÿ71ÿ:./ÿ;:<4:/=9ÿ>4?ÿ487@:/8ÿ438ÿ54:/<ÿ@7?:/8ÿ73523/ÿ23ÿ:./ÿABCDEFGHIJBCÿHCLÿ
MJNLNJOEÿ?/P:273ÿ71ÿ:./ÿQ4</623ÿ>/6?2:/ÿRÿ>2:.ÿ57>ÿ</?75S:273ÿT4@?ÿ>.2P.ÿ@</U/3:ÿ:./ÿ28/3:212P4:273ÿ
71ÿ?T455ÿ@4<P/5?ÿ71ÿ5438Vÿÿ
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-./ÿ;:<4:/=9ÿ</52/?ÿS@73ÿ/4<52/<ÿ>7<WÿS38/<:4W/3ÿ69ÿP73?S5:43:?ÿX<4P:2P45ÿYP757=9ÿ23ÿZ[[\R][ÿ
>.2P.ÿ>4?ÿ23P7<@7<4:/8ÿ23:7ÿ:./ÿ^HFE_JCÿ̀EFJIHaEÿbIcLdÿeHIcFHNÿ̀EFJIHaEÿfNHCÿgÿLFHOIÿhijjÿ
kQl;mnÿkS3@S652?./8nÿk?//ÿo:/TÿpV]qrÿs@@/382tÿYrÿ]uÿvP:76/<ÿZ[]\nVÿÿ-.2?ÿP7T@</./3?2U/ÿ
4??/??T/3:ÿ23P5S8/8ÿm4:S<45ÿl/<2:4=/ÿ;2=3212P43P/ÿ;:4:/T/3:?ÿ17<ÿ/4P.ÿT4@@/8ÿ4</4ÿ23ÿQ4</623Vÿÿ
o:ÿ17S38ÿ:.4:ÿ43ÿ4</4ÿ23ÿ:./ÿP/3:</ÿ71ÿ:./ÿQST64<:73ÿ;:<//:ÿ?2:/ÿ>4?ÿ71rÿwVVVm4:27345ÿm4:S<45ÿ
l/<2:4=/ÿ;2=3212P43P/ÿ8S/ÿ:7ÿ:./ÿ@</?/3P/ÿ71ÿP<2:2P4559ÿ/3843=/</8ÿYXxyR52?:/8ÿ/P757=2P45ÿ
P7TTS32:9ÿm4:S<45ÿ-/T@/<4:/ÿz<4??5438ÿ71ÿ:./ÿ{2P:7<243ÿ{75P432PÿX5423|ÿk@V]}[nVÿÿÿ~317<:S34:/59rÿ
:./?/ÿ;2=3212P43P/ÿ;:4:/T/3:?ÿ>/</ÿ37:ÿ23P5S8/8ÿ23ÿ:./ÿ54:/<ÿ;:<4:/=9V
-./ÿQl;mÿ</@7<:ÿ37:/8ÿ:./ÿ54PWÿ71ÿ@<7:/P:273ÿ7U/<549?ÿ4:ÿ:./ÿQST64<:73ÿ?2:/ÿ438ÿ:./ÿ<2?W?ÿ71ÿ
234@@<7@<24:/ÿT434=/T/3:ÿ438ÿT48/ÿ:./ÿ17557>23=ÿ</P7TT/384:273

Q4</623ÿl/<2:4=/ÿ;:S89ÿm4:S<45ÿl/<2:4=/ÿX543ÿRÿ8<41:ÿZ[]]

o3ÿ?STT4<9rÿ>./3ÿy7S3P2557<?ÿ>/</ÿP73?28/<23=ÿ:./ÿ14:/ÿ71ÿ4ÿ54<=/ÿ3ST6/<ÿ71ÿ@4<P/5?ÿ71ÿ?S<@5S?ÿ
;:4:/ÿz7U/<3T/3:ÿ5438ÿ73ÿÿvP:76/<ÿZ[]ÿ:./9ÿ.48ÿ37ÿ4PP/??265/ÿ2317<T4:273ÿ23ÿ1<73:ÿ71ÿ:./Tÿ:.4:ÿ
>7S58ÿ@723:ÿ:7ÿ:./ÿ/3U2<73T/3:45ÿ?2=3212P43P/ÿ71ÿ:./ÿQST64<:73ÿ;:<//:ÿ?2:/ÿ6/P4S?/ÿ
]Vÿ-./ÿ@<7@/<:9ÿ4??/??T/3:ÿ:775ÿ828ÿ37:ÿ8/45ÿ>2:.ÿ:./ÿ?2:/?ÿ/3U2<73T/3:45ÿ?2=3212P43P/ÿk?//ÿo:/Tÿ
\V[qnÿÿ
ZVÿ-./ÿ;2=3212P43P/ÿ;:4:/T/3:ÿ17<ÿ:./ÿQST64<:73ÿ;:<//:ÿ?2:/ÿ1<7Tÿ:./ÿQl;mÿ</@7<:ÿ>4?ÿ37:ÿ
23P5S8/8ÿ23ÿ:./ÿ4=/384ÿ@4@/<?ÿk?//ÿo:/Tÿ\V[nÿÿ
s?ÿ4ÿ</?S5:ÿ:./ÿ17557>23=ÿ</?75S:273ÿk/t:<4P:nÿ>4?ÿ487@:/8ÿ69ÿy7S3P25
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-./0ÿ23456ÿ7ÿ89.:;/<ÿ=4>26ÿ?6543ÿ@A</;BCÿD:EC9BFÿGBCE./H

I:.BCJÿBCÿKAL:E<ÿ:Kÿ.MBHÿ</H:FE.B:CÿN/</ÿ.M/ÿ0:L/<ÿACOÿH/9:CO/<6ÿD<HÿPA/.AC:ÿP</9:ÿACOÿQB0ÿ
RAE</C9/SÿACOÿD<Hÿ8FBL/<ÿTAFHM6ÿUCJ/FAÿIBFF/FFAÿACOÿVEFB/ÿTBFFBA0H3ÿÿUJABCH.ÿ.M/ÿ0:.B:CÿN/</ÿD<Hÿ
W./L/CÿQHB.AHÿACOÿIBC9/ÿX:C.ACA3ÿÿÿU;H/C.ÿK<:0ÿ.M/ÿ0//.BCJÿN/</ÿD<HÿY:ÿRBÿZA?:F:J[\ÿACOÿQ</C.ÿ
G9DA<.M[ÿZA??<:L/OÿF/AL/ÿ:KÿA;H/C9/\3
-.]HÿEC9F/A<ÿNM[ÿ.M/ÿ</H:FE.B:CÿN:EFOÿBC9FEO/ÿAÿ</^E/H.ÿ.:ÿ.<ACHK/<ÿ.MBHÿFACOÿ.:ÿD:EC9BFÿA.ÿC:ÿ9:H.ÿ
NM/CÿB.ÿNAHÿAHH/HH/OÿAHÿ;/BCJÿ:KÿC:ÿH.<A./JB9ÿBC./</H.3ÿÿ_:.ÿ:CF[ÿN:EFOÿHE9MÿAÿ.<ACHK/<ÿ;/ÿ9:C.<A<[ÿ
.:ÿ.M/ÿJ:L/<C0/C.ÿ?:FB9[ÿA.ÿ.M/ÿ.B0/6ÿ;E.ÿB.ÿN:EFOÿAFH:ÿ;/ÿB<<A.B:CAFÿJBL/Cÿ.MA.ÿB.ÿN:EFOÿ9AEH/ÿACÿ
EC9:0?/CHA./OÿF:HHÿ:Cÿ.M/ÿW.A./ÿP:L/<C0/C.]Hÿ;AFAC9/ÿHM//.3ÿÿ-ÿMAL/ÿ?</LB:EHF[ÿN<B../CÿA;:E.ÿ.M/ÿ
KABF/OÿH.<A./J[ÿ:Kÿ.M/ÿ=4>=`=4>aÿ@A</;BCÿD:EC9BFÿ.:ÿ.<[ÿ.:ÿJ/.ÿFACOÿJBK./Oÿ:<ÿHNA??/OÿK<:0ÿ.M/ÿW.A./ÿ
P:L/<C0/C.3ÿÿ
QM/ÿK:FF:NBCJÿ[/A<ÿAÿC/Nÿ@A</;BCÿD:EC9BFÿNAHÿ/F/9./O6ÿNMB9MÿBC9FEO/Oÿ.M/ÿ</`/F/9.B:Cÿ:KÿD<HÿP</9:6ÿ
RAE</C9/6ÿTBFFBA0HÿACOÿG9DA<.M[3ÿÿÿ
bcddefghiÿgfhklmkfhgcfÿhcÿnomkÿhpkÿqedrolhcfÿslonntofu
8Cÿ>aÿGA<9Mÿ=4>v6ÿwOÿPA<OBC/<ÿ</?:<./OÿBCÿ.M/ÿxyz{|}~ÿzzyÿ.MA.ÿ.M/ÿW.A./ÿP:L/<C0/C.ÿ
BC./CO/Oÿ.:ÿH/FFÿ.M/ÿ@E0;A<.:CÿFACOÿ.:ÿO/L/F:?/<HÿA.ÿAÿOBH9:EC.6ÿBCÿ</.E<CÿK:<ÿ</.ABCBCJÿH:0/ÿ:Kÿ.M/ÿ
ON/FFBCJHÿK:<ÿHE;HBOBH/OÿM:EHBCJÿECO/<ÿB.HÿUKK:<OA;F/ÿ:EHBCJÿW.<A./J[3ÿÿ/ÿC:./Oÿ.MA.ÿD:EC9BFÿ
MAO6ÿ333?AHH/OÿE?ÿACÿ:??:<.ECB.[ÿ.:ÿ;E[ÿ.M/ÿFACOÿBCÿ89.:;/<ÿ=4>73ÿÿ/ÿ</?:<.Hÿ.M/ÿ9:C9/<CHÿ:Kÿ
F:9AFÿ</HBO/C.Hÿ</JA<OBCJÿB.HÿLAFE/ÿAHÿACÿBCK:<0AFÿ?A<ÿ;E.ÿM/ÿNAHÿA??A</C.F[ÿECANA</ÿ:KÿAC[ÿ
/CLB<:C0/C.AFÿ9:CHBO/<A.B:CH3
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-.ÿ01234ÿ56ÿ789:.;ÿ<:=>:.?@4ÿ8ÿAB=8Aÿ6;@:9;.Cÿ8.9ÿD:BAB?:@CÿE>BÿA:F;@ÿ=AB@;ÿDGÿC>;ÿ5HID86CB.ÿ
?68@@A8.94ÿ=6;8C;9ÿC>;ÿJ6:;.9@ÿBKÿ5HID86CB.ÿLC6;;CÿM68@@A8.9ÿ?6BHNÿB.ÿJ8=;DBBO4ÿ8.9ÿ@C86C;9ÿ8ÿ
P>8.?;QB6?ÿN;C:C:B.4ÿE>:=>ÿ=H66;.CAGÿ=866:;@ÿRS1ÿ@:?.8CH6;@4ÿ=8AA:.?ÿHNB.ÿC>;ÿT;ID;6ÿKB6ÿU6;@CB.4ÿ
<BD:.ÿL=BCC4ÿCBÿ@8F;ÿC>;ÿ5HID86CB.ÿLC6;;Cÿ?68@@A8.9QÿÿV.ÿ;WN;C:C:B.ÿCBÿU86A:8I;.Cÿ=6;8C;9ÿDGÿC>;ÿ
@8I;ÿ8HC>B64ÿE8@ÿA8C;6ÿ6;A;8@;9ÿ86BH.9ÿXÿY=CBD;6ÿ012RÿE:C>ÿ8ÿ=AB@:.?ÿ98C;ÿBKÿ23ÿJ;D6H86Gÿ01014ÿ
8.9ÿ=H66;.CAGÿ=866:;@ÿX1ÿ@:?.8CH6;@Qÿÿ56ÿ<:=>:.?@ZÿI8C;6:8A@ÿ8NN;86ÿCBÿD;ÿC>;ÿK:6@CÿCBÿ9;@=6:D;ÿC>;ÿ
86;8ÿ8@ÿC>;ÿ[5HID86CB.ÿLC6;;Cÿ?68@@A8.9ZQÿÿ
Submission 925

\]^_`abÿdefghije_ikÿgiÿ]ddkÿlaimÿeg`mÿ]imehn
586;D:.ÿPBH.=:Aÿ=BII:@@:B.;9ÿ=B.@HAC8.=GÿK:6Iÿo-YL-Lÿ:.ÿ012XÿCBÿH.9;6C8O;ÿ8.ÿ[p=BAB?:=8Aÿ9H;ÿ
9:A:?;.=;ÿ8@@;@@I;.CZÿ8CÿC>;ÿ5HID86CB.ÿ@:C;ÿq@;;ÿ-C;IÿXQ2S4ÿVNN;.9:rÿ54ÿ2sÿY=CBD;6ÿ012RtQÿÿ-CZ@ÿ.BCÿ
=A;86ÿK6BIÿC>;ÿNHDA:=ÿ6;=B69ÿE>8CÿN6BINC;9ÿC>;ÿ=BII:@@:B.:.?ÿBKÿC>:@ÿ6;NB6CQÿÿo-YL-Lÿ6;NB6C;9ÿCBÿ
586;D:.ÿPBH.=:AÿB.ÿ0Xÿ7BF;ID;6ÿ012XÿC>8Cÿ2X11ÿ@uH86;ÿI;C6;@ÿ8CÿC>;ÿ@BHC>;6.ÿ;.9ÿBKÿC>;ÿ@:C;ÿ
:.=AH9;@ÿ.8C:F;ÿF;?;C8C:B.4ÿC>;6;ÿ:@ÿ8ÿ@:.?A;ÿ@:.?A;ÿ<:F;6ÿ<;9ÿMHIÿvwxyz{|}w~ÿxyyzwz~~ÿ:.ÿC>;ÿ
I:99A;ÿBKÿC>;ÿ@:C;4ÿ8.9ÿC>;ÿD8A8.=;ÿBKÿC>;ÿ@:C;ÿ>8@ÿ:.C6B9H=;9ÿF;?;C8C:B.Qÿÿ>;@;ÿ86;ÿC>;:6ÿK:.9:.?@ÿ
KB6ÿC>;ÿ@BHC>;6.ÿ;.9ÿBKÿC>;ÿ@:C;
>;ÿN8C=>ÿBKÿ.8C:F;ÿF;?;C8C:B.ÿ@HNNB6C@ÿUA8:.@ÿM68@@A8.9ÿE>:=>ÿ:@ÿ8.ÿ;.98.?;6;9ÿ;=BAB?:=8Aÿ
F;?;C8C:B.ÿ=A8@@ÿE:C>:.ÿC>;ÿ:=CB6:8.ÿBA=8.:=ÿUA8:.ÿD:B6;?:B.Qÿÿ>;ÿN8C=>ÿ:@ÿBKÿ6;A8C:F;AGÿABEÿ@N;=:;@ÿ
D:B9:F;6@:CGÿDHCÿ>:?>ÿ=BF;6ÿ8DH.98.=;ÿ@H=>ÿC>8Cÿ:Cÿ=BIN6:@;@ÿC>;ÿpUoPÿV=CÿA:@C;9ÿ78CH68Aÿ
;IN;68C;ÿM68@@A8.9ÿBKÿC>;ÿ:=CB6:8.ÿBA=8.:=ÿUA8.ÿ;=BAB?:=8Aÿ=BIIH.:CGQÿÿ;GÿKAB68ÿ@N;=:;@ÿ:.ÿ
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DSG: Dumbarton St Grassland
Problem: Destroying an Endemic Grassland and Wildlife Corridor
The Victorian State Government proposes to sell a large (0.61 hectares) vacant block of land
in Dumbarton St, Reservoir to developers for housing. This land is owned by the Victoria
State Government, allocated to VicRoads and was set aside decades ago for a proposed
freeway. This land has not been used for more than 50 years. It contains endemic plants, is a
part of a wildlife corridor and also provides open grassland for hunting for various bird
species, especially endemic birds of prey, such as falcons. I believe this land should be
managed as a native grassland providing the local community with a wonderful opportunity
to engage with and value nature, which is a goal and priority of the Victorian Government's
Biodiversity Plan.
Biodiversity and Wildlife Corridor
This land was originally Plains Grassy Woodland, similar to nearby Bundoora Park. It was
cleared in the 1800s or early 1900s for grazing of livestock, but has not been used since the
area around it was developed for housing in the 1960s. The Indigenous Flora and Fauna
Association (IFFA) has described the land as disclimax
grassland: a stable ecological community that has replaced the normal climax in a given are
a owing to ecological disturbance, especially by human activity.
The Dumbarton St Grassland contains endemic plants that are typical of the critically
endangered grasslands of the Victoria Volcanic Plains (VVP), including Kangaroo grass
(Themeda triandra), Wallaby grass (Rytidosperma sp), Spear grass (Austrostipa sp.), Tussock
grass (Poa sp.), Common Wheat-grass (Anthosachne scabra ), Wattle mat-rush (Lomandra
filiformis), Pink Bindweed (Convolvulus erubescens spp), Blue Devil (Eryngium
ovinum), Bulbine Lily (Bulbine bulbosa), Nodding Saltbush (Einadia nutans) and Saltbush
(Atriplex semibaccata). It has not been managed as a grassland and it is likely that other
endemic plant species are present.
Flora surveys have been completed by the Indigenous Flora & Fauna Association (IFFA),
Friends of Grasslands (FoG), Ben Zeemen (Biologist, La Trobe University) and Friends of
Dumbarton St Grassland (FoDSG) (See Table 1). The IFFA concluded that the ecological community
is of sufficient quality to consider EPBC protection, after assessing it against official criteria in The
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (the EPBC Act).

Native fauna are also present in the area, including Meadow Argus butterfly (Junonia
villida), Kestrels (Falco sp.), Hobbies (Falco sp.), Falcons (Falco sp.), Southern Boobook
(Ninox novaeseellandiae boobook), Grey Butcherbird (Cracticus torquatus), Magpie
(Cracticus tibicen), Pied Currawong (Strepera graculina), Little Corella (Cacatua
sanguinea), Galah (Eolophus roseicapilla), Sulfur-crested Cockatoo (Cacatua
galerita), Rainbow Lorikeet (Trichoglossus moluccanus), Noisy Miner (Manorina
melanocephala), Red Wattlebird (Anthochaera carunculata), Little Wattlebird (Anthochaera
chrysoptera), Eastern Spinebill (Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris), Silvereye (Zosterops
lateralis), Pardalotes (Pardalotus sp.), Ravens (Corvus sp.), Australian White Ibis
(Threskiornis moluccus). Crested Pigeon (Ocyphaps lophotes), marbled gecko (Christinus
marmoratus) and grey-headed flying fox (Pteropus poliocephalus).
It is likely that endemic invertebrates and reptiles are also present. Major colonies of the
critically endangered Golden Sun Moth (Synemon plana) exist within 5km of the Dumbarton
DSG_Dumbarton St Grassland_NRichings
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Street Grassland and these moths only feed on Wallaby grass (Rytidosperma sp; Melbourne
Museum). It is critical that a thorough flora and fauna survey is completed on this land.
The Dumbarton St Grassland is only 70m from Atkinson Reserve and it adjoins the
Maroondah Aqueduct Linear Reserve, which connects to IW Dole Reserve, which in turn
connects with JC Donath Reserve. These green areas work as Wildlife Corridors, connecting
green space for fauna, and the Dumbarton St Grassland is a critical part of this and also
provides open grassland to the endemic birds of prey for hunting. Kestrels, hobbies and
falcons are all present in the area and only a few month ago one was seen on a driveway in
Dumbarton Street, where it flew away with a dove in its talons.

DSG_Dumbarton St Grassland_NRichings
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Priority 1: Encourage all Victorians to connect with nature on a daily basis.
The Victorian Government have recognised the importance of nature and biodiversity in
their Draft Plan Protecting Victoria's Environment- Biodiversity 2036, and connecting with
nature on a daily basis is listed as Priority 1. In this plan, Goal 1 is "to encourage more
Victorians to value nature". Engagement with nature is important for well-being and health,
it triggers curiosity about our world and environment and fosters care and empathy for life.
The Dumbarton Street Grassland allows the local community to engage with nature,
especially if it is managed as an endemic grassland and the endemic plants grow to full size,
which will attract native birds, reptiles and invertebrates. The local community has no other
area like this, since other green areas are sports ovals and the aqueduct. The local
community has indeed shown care and concern for the Dumbarton Street Grasslands and
has created a Facebook Group, Friends of Dumbarton Street Grasslands.
The Australian Government has demonstrated its commitment to protecting biodiversity
and conserving nature with the development of the National Reserve System (NRS) as a
priority under Caring for our Country. A document prepared by the Australian
Government, Nationally Threatened Ecological Communities of the Victorian Volcanic Plain:
Natural Temperate Grassland & Grassy Eucalypt Woodland (2011) describes these
ecological communities and the importance of the biodiversity of both flora and fauna that
they contain.
If the Victorian Government is committed to protecting Victoria's biodiversity and
conserving our flora and fauna, they will halt their plans to develop this land for
housing. Given that this land has not been disturbed for over 50 years and that many
endemic species are present, I believe this land should be protected and managed as a
native grassland and wildlife reserve, providing the community with a unique opportunity to
engage with nature.
Dr Nadine Richings
Biologist and

Figure 1: Dumbarton St Grassland (DSG) with large central areas of Kangaroo Grass (Themeda triandra)
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Figure 2: Endemic native plants at Dumbarton St Grassland (DSG), a. Pink Bindweed (Convolvulus erubescens spp), b.
Blue Devil (Eryngium ovinum), c. Wattle mat-rush (Lomandra filiformis), d. Bulbine Lily (Bulbine bulbosa).

Figure 3: Native fauna at Dumbarton St Grassland (DSG), a. Meadow Argus butterfly (Junonia villida); Grey
Butcherbird (Cracticus torquatus) on b. powerlines on Dumbarton St and c. at sunrise in a tree on a property on the
eastern border of Dumbarton St Grassland (taken from Dumbarton St Grassland).
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enRICHed Pursuits
Briefing Note
Dumbarton Street Grassland:
Critically Endangered Ecosystem
Purpose
The purpose of this Briefing Note is to argue the case for protecting and conserving a critically
endangered grassland, Dumbarton Street Grassland.
Problem: Destroying an Endemic Critically endangered Grassland and Wildlife Corridor
The Victorian State Government intends to sell a large (0.61 hectares) vacant block of land at 16-20
Dumbarton St, Reservoir to developers for a housing development.
The land is environmentally important because:
• it contains significant endemic plants that are typical of the Victoria Volcanic Plains (VVP)
grasslands;
• the VVP Grasslands are critically endangered and listed as federal and state threatened ecological
communities;
• the endangered plant Dianella amoena is present and the land supports habitat for the critically
endangered Golden Sun Moth and the threatened Striped Legless Lizard;
• the land is part of a wildlife corridor and provides open grassland for hunting for various bird
species, especially endemic birds of prey, such as falcons;
• the land is likely to be of high significance to the Wurundjeri people as it has not been disturbed by
European buildings.
I believe this land should be managed as a native grassland providing the local community with a
wonderful opportunity to engage with and value nature, which are goals and priorities of the Victorian
Government's Biodiversity Plan (Biodiversity 2037).
Recommendations
1. Find another site in the area for housing - Darebin City Council has offered to assist with this task
2. Protect and manage the land as a native grassland and fauna reserve, potentially with guidance
from the Wurundjeri people – Darebin Council have offered to financially and operationally
manage this land as an endemic grassland
3. Promote and encourage the community to engage with and value this endangered ecosystem
Background
Victorian Volcanic Plains Grassland
The Victorian Volcanic Plains (VVP) is one of the 28 bioregions of Victoria and it extends from near the
South Australian border in the west to the northern suburbs of Melbourne in the east (See Fig 1). The
Northern Metro region, including the Federal electorate of Cooper and the State electorate of Preston, is
in the VVP Bioregion (See Fig 2).
The native vegetation of the VVP has been obliterated by human activity and less than 0.1% remains.
It is critically endangered and listed under the federal Environment Protection & Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 and Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. Remnant patches of this

Figure 1: Bioregions of Victoria
(Source: DELWP, Victorian Government)

Figure 2: Bioregions of Melbourne
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ecosystem persist in long-vacant suburban blocks and land beside railway lines and roads. These
remnants are real VVP Grassland remnants (not poor human-constructs on offset land) and contain
significant genetic variation and biodiversity. Conserving, protecting and managing these areas as
protected grasslands is paramount and consistent with Victorian Government policy, such as
the Biodiversity Plan (Biodiversity 2037), and it would provide the community with the opportunity to
engage with this unique ecosystem: The ecosystem of Northern Metro, Cooper and Preston.
Dumbarton Street Grassland
Surveys completed at Dumbarton Street Grassland (DSG) indicate that it is a small patch of critically
endangered VVP Grassland.
1. The Indigenous Flora & Fauna Association (IFFA) concluded that the "ecological community is of
sufficient quality to consider EPBC protection".
2. Ecological consultants, Biosis, made the following statements in the report they prepared for the
City of Darebin:
"...supports native grassland that comprises federal and state threatened ecological communities..."
"...recommended that this area be managed to encourage and promote biodiversity values within it."
"...the entire study area supports suitable habitat for Golden Sun Moth Synemon plana and to a
lesser extent Striped Legless Lizard Delma impar." (both threatened/endangered species)
3. The Darebin Heritage Study: Natural Heritage Plan (2011) is a comprehensive assessment of open
space in the City of Darebin and Dumbarton Street Grassland is rated as Nationally Significant and
is listed in the top 22% of the assessed sites.
4. Darebin City Council passed a resolution at their Council Meeting in August 2019 noting:
• The site supports native grassland that comprises federal and state threatened ecological
communities
• Calls on the Minister for Planning to retain and enhance the remnant grasslands
• Offer to work with the State Government to identify alternative sites for this housing project
that are either in Council or State Government ownership.
Australia's Biodiversity Disaster
Australia has an appalling record on species extinctions and environmental degradation, rated as one of
the worst nations in the world for loss of biodiversity. There is a Senate Inquiry into Australia's Faunal
Extinction Crisis and the Victorian State of the Environment 2018 Report from the Victorian
Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability was extremely critical of the Victorian Government's
outcomes and decision-making.
The 2019 United Nations Global Assessment Report was damning, describing the catastrophic impacts
of human activity on the environment and on life on Earth. Major points from the UN report that relate
to Dumbarton Street Grassland and decision-making in Australia and Victoria include:
• Human life will be severely impacted if we do not protect biodiversity
• We have to protect green spaces in cities
It is critical that green spaces with biodiversity value, such as Dumbarton Street Grassland, are
protected and managed to enhance biodiversity, which will in turn improve the lives of humans and
support Victorian Government policy, such as the Biodiversity Plan (Biodiversity 2037). While new
housing developments are necessary, they can occur on sites that have already been developed and
completely lost biodiversity value.
Darebin's Natural and Indigenous Heritage
The City of Darebin is committed to positive impacts and decisions around the environment to improve
the lives of Darebin residents and increase the liveability of the city. Darebin:
• is the first elected government in the world to declare a Climate Emergency,
• has a No Local Extinctions policy,
• has developed a bold new Open Space Strategy (Breathing Space) in which one of the three key
objectives is to improve biodiversity,
• has formed an expert advisory group, the Darebin Nature Trust, whose mission is to protect
Darebin's biodiversity,
• has asked the Victorian Government to preserve and enhance Dumbarton St Grassland, and
• has offered to manage the site, financially and operationally.
Given the natural state of Dumbarton Street Grassland, with no permanent European structures,
minimal disturbance to the land and close proximity to the Darebin Creek, it will be highly significant to
the Wurundjeri people. Darebin has a strong indigenous community and presence with many Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander organisations based in Darebin, including the Wurundjeri Council and the
Aboriginal Advancement League.
Supporting Documents:
1. Context (2011) Darebin Heritage Study: Natural Heritage Plan. Prepared for the City of Darebin
2. Biosis (2018) Ecological due diligence assessment at 16-20 Dumbarton Street, Reservoir (Matter
28840). Prepared for the City of Darebin
3. Breathing Space: The Darebin Open Space Strategy (2019). Darebin City Council
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